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stacey poole, as he did throughout his college career, has been one of the best players in the country. he
is a tremendous athlete, and at 6-6 he's a strong perimeter defender and a capable ball handler. he has
also started to show an ability to make plays off the dribble. aside from his superior basketball skills,
poole's one of the best kids i've ever been around. he's not only a terrific athlete, but he's got a great
head on his shoulders and has a very high basketball iq. he's always one of the first guys on the court and
he has a great work ethic. he is one of the best students i have ever been around. stacey poole is a
quality kid with a high basketball iq. he's a hard worker and has a great attitude. he reminds me a lot of
former mcdonalds all-american and current nba standout greg oden. i believe he is the best point guard in
the country and could be a very high impact player in college and the nba. i think he is a perfect fit in
calipari's system and i don't think it's any coincidence that he's kentucky's top ranked point guard
prospect. stacey poole was a prolific scorer from the field and free throw line and not a bad perimeter
shooter, finishing at a 60.5 percent clip from the arc and a respectable 54.8 percent from the 3-point line
in his three-year kentucky career. that was enough to convince calipari to pull the trigger on the three-
point shot, which he shot an astonishing 62.5 percent from as a senior, allowing poole to be arguably one
of the first true "stretch-five" players in the modern era. and it wasn't all by accident either, as he knew
how to use his size to shoot over defenders to either block shots or reach the rim for a post-up basket.
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stacey poole is a british glamour model. she has modeled for the uk publications nuts and zoo, as well as
onlytease and associated websites. in august 2012 stacey's agency 'girl management' remeasured all
their models. stacey's bust was confirmed to be 32ff. stacey poole is a reality star and model from the

united kingdom. she started her career in the united kingdom, and has since done modelling, television
and photography. she is signed to the modelling agency karielle. she is also of english, irish, and scottish

descent, and is often seen at the cannes film festival in france. stacey poole is well known for her role as a
model for the fashion label 8in4. she appeared in various photographs and campaigns for this fashion
label. stacey poole has also posed for numerous other fashion brands, including victoria's secret, and
currently appears on the cover of the magazine dazed. stacey poole, now stacey poole is a native of

blackpool, lancashire. she went to school at bayfield middle school and sixth form college. she has been
modelling for a while now, but it wasn’t until she was 22 years old that she started to shoot for the big

fashion brands and become known as the ‘hottest uk model’ in the uk. after going to the eye of the
fashion storm, stacey poole has since appeared in various magazine covers, and became a huge success
in the industry. her first appearance was in the maxim magazine for the biggest asses in the world. she

was later seen in cosmopolitan magazine for her first cover. stacey poole has appeared in various
advertising campaigns, including for the fashion label 8in4. 5ec8ef588b
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